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(57) To provide a vehicle management method that,
when a use permission of a vehicle has become invalid,
can prevent adverse effects in a battery while applying
a prescribed limitation to the vehicle.

A vehicle management method for an electric vehicle
(D) is managed based on vehicle-specific ID information
that defines a condition of use, by acquiring the vehicle
ID information from the electric vehicle (D), and deter-
mining whether the ID information is invalid based on the
condition of use in the acquired ID information. The pre-
scribed limitation is applied to the charging of a battery
(11) of the electric vehicle (D) having the ID information
upon determining that the ID information is invalid.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a vehicle man-
agement method and a vehicle management device that
manage an electric vehicle based on vehicle-specific ID
information that defines a condition of use.

Background Art

[0002] Conventionally, a vehicle management method
is known in which, in vehicle management with regard to
a car lease, rental car, etc., in which a vehicle to be man-
aged is lent to a plurality of users, an electronic key that
is used as a keyless entry device for a vehicle is utilized,
and the electronic key issued sets use conditions in ad-
vance for lending a vehicle to a user, such as a use con-
dition in which the lending of the vehicle is permitted only
during a predetermined contract period, and the lock-
ing/unlocking of the door lock of the rental car is carried
out using this electronic key (for example, refer to Patent
Document 1).

Prior Art Documents

Patent Documents

[0003] Patent Document 1: Japanese Laid-Open Pat-
ent Application No. 2003-253936

Summary of the Invention

Problem to be Solved by the Invention

[0004] In the conventional vehicle management meth-
od, when the contract period expires and the electronic
key becomes invalid to thereby invalidate the permission
of lending, it becomes impossible to unlock the lock Z of
the door lock of the rental car. That is, access to the
vehicle becomes impossible once the contract period ex-
pires. Consequently, if the rental car is an electric vehicle,
when the electronic key becomes invalid and access to
the rental car becomes impossible, and assuming the
rental car is left in a state of insufficient charge, there is
the problem that adverse effects could occur, such as
the onboard battery becoming overdischarged.
[0005] In light of the problems described above, an ob-
ject of the present invention is to provide a vehicle man-
agement method and a vehicle management device that
can prevent adverse effects in a battery while applying
a prescribed limitation to the use of the vehicle, once the
set condition of use fall outside the application range and
the use permission of the vehicle becomes invalid.

Means of Achieving the Object

[0006] In order to achieve the object described above,

the present invention is a vehicle management method
for managing electric vehicles based on vehicle-specific
ID information that defines a condition of use.
[0007] First, the vehicle ID information is acquired from
an electric vehicle. Next, determining whether or not the
ID information is invalid based on the condition of use of
the acquired ID information. Then, if upon determined
that this ID information is invalid, the prescribed limitation
is applied to the charging of the battery of the electric
vehicle having said ID information.

Effects of the Invention

[0008] Therefore, according to the present invention,
if a use condition violation occurs and the ID information
becomes invalid, a prescribed limitation is imposed on
the charging so that it becomes impossible to carry out
unlimited charging. Accordingly, it is possible to set cer-
tain limitations to the use of the vehicle. On the other
hand, since charging is possible within the range of lim-
itations, it is possible to prevent adverse effects such as
overdischarge and freezing of the battery.
[0009] As a result, it is possible to prevent adverse ef-
fects in the battery while applying a prescribed limitation
on the use of the vehicle, once the use permission of the
vehicle becomes invalid.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0010]

[Figure 1] is an overall system view illustrating the
vehicle management device of the first embodiment.
[Figure 2A] is a flowchart illustrating the flow of a
vehicle management process that is executed in the
first embodiment, showing Steps S1-S12 and Steps
S20-S21.
[Figure 2B] is a flowchart illustrating the flow of a
vehicle management process that is executed in the
first embodiment, showing Steps S13-S19.
[Figure 3] is an excerpt of a flowchart illustrating the
flow of another example of the vehicle management
process of the present invention, showing Steps S8-
S15.

Embodiments to Carry Out the Invention

[0011] Embodiments for implementing the vehicle
management method and the vehicle management de-
vice of the present invention will be described below,
based on the first embodiment illustrated in the drawings.

(Embodiment 1)

[0012] First, the "overall system configuration" and the
"configuration of the vehicle management process" will
be separately described regarding the configuration of
the vehicle management device of the first embodiment.

1 2 
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[Overall System Configuration]

[0013] Figure 1 is an overall system view illustrating
the vehicle management device of the first embodiment.
The overall system configuration of the embodiment will
be described below based on Figure 1.
[0014] The vehicle management device of the first em-
bodiment comprises an EV main controller 10 (onboard
controller), a management server 20 and a data center
30.
[0015] The EV main controller 10 described above is
mounted in an electric vehicle D, and has the function to
control the start/end of charging of a battery 11 provided
to this electric vehicle D, to control the charging power
and to control the operation state of a battery heater 12.
In addition, this EV main controller 10 carries out a trans-
mission control of the ID information of the host vehicle,
an announcement control of a charging prohibition state,
and an output control of a charging gun connection
sound.
[0016] The electric vehicle D is a car whose conditions
of use are set by means of a contract, such as with rental
cars and leased vehicles, and whose use is permitted if
these conditions of use are satisfied. Then, this electric
vehicle D comprises ID information, which is vehicle-spe-
cific identification information allocated to each vehicle.
A use period, which is a use condition of the electric ve-
hicle D, is set in this ID information. That is, if it falls within
the use period set in the ID information, the ID information
is determined to be valid and the use of the electric vehicle
D is permitted, and if it falls outside the use period, the
ID information is determined to be invalid and the use of
the electric vehicle D is limited. In addition, the battery
11 is a secondary battery having a charging and discharg-
ing function, and serves as a power source of a motor
(not shown) as the traveling drive source of the electric
vehicle D. This battery 11 is charged by charging power
from an external power source 40, or by regenerative
power from the motor, which is not shown. Here, exam-
ples of charging methods by the external power source
40 include rapid charging and normal charging. "Rapid
charging" is a charging method that, for example, uses
a three-phase 200V power source and charges at an
output of 50 kW, and with which it is possible to achieve
a full charge in a relatively short period of time. On the
other hand, "normal charging" is a charging method in
which charging entails use of a commonly used single-
phase alternating current 200V or 100V, and with which
it takes a relatively long period of time to achieve a full
charge. The battery heater 12 is a PTC heater having a
function to heat the battery 11. This battery heater 12 is
driven using the charging power from the external power
source 40 (hereinafter referred to as "external power")
or the stored power of the battery 11 (hereinafter referred
to as "battery power"), based on an ON/OFF instruction
from the battery controller 15.
[0017] Then, in this EV main controller 10, connection
information of a charging gun 41 is input from an onboard

charger 14, and a charging control instruction or charging
unlimited instruction is input from an onboard wireless
communication device 13. Then, when the charging gun
connection information is input, an instruction to transmit
the ID information of the host vehicle is output to the
onboard wireless communication device 13. In addition,
when a charging control instruction is input, a rapid charg-
ing prohibition instruction is output to the battery control-
ler 15, a rapid charging prohibition notification instruction
is output to a meter 16, a charging gun connection sound
non-output instruction is output to a sound controller 17,
and a charging power amount limit threshold value at the
time of normal charging is set. Additionally, when a charg-
ing unlimited instruction is input, a charging gun connec-
tion sound output instruction is output to the sound con-
troller 17. Additionally, in this EV main controller 10, the
remaining charging amount of the battery 11 (hereinafter
referred to as "battery SOC") and the temperature of the
battery 11 (hereinafter referred to as "battery tempera-
ture") are input from the battery controller 15. Then, if the
charging control instruction is being input, a normal
charging execution instruction or a normal charging pro-
hibition instruction is output to the onboard charger 14
according to the battery SOC. In addition, a battery heater
control instruction is output to the battery controller 15.
Furthermore, when a normal charging prohibition instruc-
tion is output to the onboard charger 14, a normal charg-
ing prohibition notification instruction is output to the me-
ter 16. Furthermore, when a charging control instruction
is input, this EV main controller 10 acquires connection
information of the charging gun 41 from the onboard
charger 14 and outputs a battery heater control instruc-
tion to the battery controller 15 according to the acquired
connection information of the charging gun 41. When a
charging unlimited instruction is input, a battery heater
control instruction based on the battery temperature is
output to the battery controller 15.
[0018] The onboard wireless communication device 13
is mounted on an electric vehicle D and has a function
to wirelessly communicate with the management server
20 via the data center 30. When an ID information trans-
mission instruction is input from the EV main controller
10, the onboard wireless communication device 13 trans-
mits the ID information of the host vehicle to the man-
agement server 20 via the data center 30. In addition,
when a charging control instruction or a charging unlim-
ited instruction is received from the management server
20 via the data center 30, a charging control instruction
or a charging unlimited instruction is output to the EV
main controller 10.
[0019] The onboard charger 14 is mounted on the elec-
tric vehicle D and has a function to convert the alternating
current charging power from the external power source
40 into a direct current electric power and charge the
battery 11. In addition, this onboard charger 14 detects
the connection state of the charging gun 41, which carries
out the supply of electric power from the external power
source 40 to the electric vehicle D and outputs the con-
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nection state to the EV main controller 10 as charging
gun connection information. Furthermore, this onboard
charger 14 executes normal charging from the external
power source 40 to the battery 11 when a normal charg-
ing execution instruction is input from the EV main con-
troller 10 and prohibits normal charging from the external
power source 40 to the battery 11 when a normal charg-
ing prohibition instruction is input.
[0020] The battery controller 15 is mounted on an elec-
tric vehicle D and monitors the battery SOC and the bat-
tery temperature, and has a function to output an ON/OFF
instruction to the battery heater 12. In addition, this bat-
tery controller 15 outputs the detected battery SOC in-
formation and the battery temperature information to the
EV main controller 10. Furthermore, when a rapid charg-
ing prohibition instruction is input from the EV main con-
troller 10, this battery controller 15 prohibits rapid charg-
ing from the external power source 40 to the battery 11.
[0021] The meter 16 is installed in the cabin interior of
the electric vehicle D, and has a function to display the
vehicle speed and to display the charging prohibition
state from the external power source 40 to the battery
11. This meter 16 displays a rapid charging prohibition
state when a rapid charging prohibition notification in-
struction is input from the EV main controller 10 and a
normal charging prohibition state when a normal charg-
ing prohibition notification instruction is input.
[0022] The sound controller 17 is mounted on an elec-
tric vehicle D, and has a function to generate sounds
corresponding to situations that are set in advance and
to output the sounds at predetermined timings. When a
charging gun connection sound non-output instruction is
input from the EV main controller 10, this sound controller
17 does not output a charging gun connection sound
(connection notification sound), which notifies that a
charging gun 41 has been connected to the electric ve-
hicle D. In addition, when a charging gun connection
sound output instruction is input from the EV main con-
troller 10, the sound controller outputs a charging gun
connection sound.
[0023] The management server 20 is a server for man-
aging the use of the electric vehicle D and is installed on
the outside of the electric vehicle D. This management
server 20 has a function to carry out individual charging
control operations for a plurality of electric vehicles D.
When ID information transmitted from the electric vehicle
D is received via the data center 30, the validity of the
use period of the received ID information is determined.
If determining that the ID information has expired, the ID
information is regarded as invalid, and a charging control
instruction is output to the electric vehicle D that trans-
mitted this ID information.
[0024] This "charging control instruction" includes the
following points.

• Prohibit rapid charging
• Set an upper limit value (limit threshold value) of the

battery SOC when carrying out normal charging

(here, 40%)
• Drive the battery heater 12 using the external power

while executing normal charging
• Stop driving the battery heater 12 when the execu-

tion of normal charging is prohibited
• Drive the battery heater 12 using battery power when

the charging gun 41 is disconnected while executing
normal charging

[0025] An operation terminal 21 is connected to this
management server 20, and the manager of the electric
vehicle D inputs and output necessary information by op-
erating this operation terminal 21.
[0026] In addition, when determining that the ID infor-
mation falls within the use period, the ID information is
regarded as valid, and a charging unlimited instruction
is output to the electric vehicle D that transmitted this ID
information.
[0027] The data center 30 is interposed between the
management server 20 and a plurality of electric vehicles
D and has a function to manage the transmission and
reception of various information. The information that is
output from the electric vehicle D to the management
server 20 (ID information) is temporarily received by the
data center 30 and is transmitted to the management
server 20 via this data center 30. In addition, the infor-
mation that is output from the management server 20
(charging control instruction or charging unlimited in-
struction) is temporarily received by the data center 30
and is transmitted to the electric vehicle D via this data
center 30.
[0028] The external power source 40 is a rapid charger
capable of rapid charging or a household power source
capable only of normal charging. The external power
source 40 comprises a charging gun 41 that can be con-
nected to/disconnected from a charging port, which is
not shown, provided to the electric vehicle D. Then, when
the charging gun 41 is connected to the charging port, it
is possible to supply electric power from the external pow-
er source 40 via this charging gun 41 and the charging
port.

[Configuration of the Vehicle Management Process]

[0029] Figure 2A and Figure 2B are flowcharts illus-
trating the flow of the configuration of the vehicle man-
agement process that is executed in the first embodi-
ment. The configuration of the vehicle management proc-
ess of the first embodiment will be described below,
based on Figure 2A and Figure 2B.
[0030] In Step S1, it is determined whether or not a
charge start request has occurred in the EV main con-
troller 10 mounted on the electric vehicle D. In the case
of YES (charge start request present), the process pro-
ceeds to Step S2, and if NO (charge start request absent),
the process proceeds to END (refer to Figure 2B). Here,
a charge start request occurs by means of a charging
gun 41 of the external power source 40 in a disconnected
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state being connected to the electric vehicle D. The con-
nection state of the charging gun 41 is detected by the
onboard charger 14.
[0031] In Step S2, following the determination that a
charge start request is present in Step S1, an ID infor-
mation transmission instruction is output from the EV
main controller 10 to the onboard wireless communica-
tion device 13, and the ID information is transmitted from
this onboard wireless communication device 13 to the
management server 20 via the data center 30. The man-
agement server 20 thereby acquires the ID information,
and the process proceeds to Step S3.
[0032] In Step S3, following the acquisition of the ID
information in Step S2, it is determined whether or not
the acquired ID information is invalid in the management
server 20. If YES (ID information = NG), the process pro-
ceeds to Step S4. If NO (ID information = OK), the proc-
ess proceeds to Step S20. Here, the determination of
invalidity of the ID information is made from the use period
of the ID information set based on a contract that is set
for each electric vehicle D. That is, the ID information is
valid if it falls within the use period, and the ID information
is invalid if it falls outside the use period (before the use
period or past the use period).
[0033] In Step S4, following the determination that ID
information = NG in Step S3, a charging control instruc-
tion is output from the management server 20. This
charging control instruction is transmitted to the onboard
wireless communication device 13 via the data center
30, and is output from this onboard wireless communi-
cation device 13 to the EV main controller 10. Then, in
the EV main controller 10, in order to limit the use of the
electric vehicle D, first, a charging gun connection sound
non-output instruction is output, and in the sound con-
troller 17, to which this charging gun connection sound
non-output instruction is input, the charging gun connec-
tion sound is set to non-output, and the process proceeds
to Step S5.
[0034] In Step S5, following the non-output of the
charging gun connection sound in Step S4, a rapid charg-
ing prohibition instruction is output from the EV main con-
troller 10, and in the battery controller 15 to which this
rapid charging prohibition instruction is input rapid charg-
ing by the external power source 40 is prohibited, and
the process proceeds to Step S6. As a result, when the
external power source 40 is a rapid charger, charging
from this external power source 40 is prohibited.
[0035] In Step S6, following the prohibition of rapid
charging in Step S5, a rapid charging prohibition notifi-
cation instruction is output from the EV main controller
10, and in the meter 16 to which this rapid charging pro-
hibition notification instruction is input a rapid charging
prohibition state is displayed, and the process proceeds
to Step S7.
[0036] In Step S7, following the display of the rapid
charging prohibition state in Step S6, a limit threshold
value of the charging power during normal charging (up-
per limit value of the battery SOC during charging) is set

in the EV main controller 10, and the process proceeds
to Step S8.
[0037] In Step S8, following the setting of the limit
threshold value in Step S7, it is determined in the EV
main controller 10 whether or not the battery SOC is less
than the limit threshold value set in Step S7. If YES (bat-
tery SOC < limit threshold value), normal charging is con-
sidered possible, and the process proceeds to Step S9.
If NO (battery SOC ^ limit threshold value), normal
charging is considered impossible, and the process pro-
ceeds to Step S13. Here, the battery SOC is detected by
the battery controller 15.
[0038] In Step S9, following the determination that bat-
tery SOC < limit threshold value in Step S8, normal charg-
ing is executed, and the process proceeds to Step S10.
Here, normal charging is executed when the external
power source 40 is a household power source, and the
AC charging power supplied from this external power
source 40 is converted to direct current by the onboard
charger 14 to charge the battery 11.
[0039] In Step S10, following the execution of normal
charging in Step S9, it is determined whether or not the
battery temperature is equal to or less than a lower limit
temperature that is set in advance in the EV main con-
troller 10. In the case of YES (battery temperature % low-
er limit temperature), it is deemed necessary to heat the
battery 11, and the process proceeds to Step S11. In the
case of NO (battery temperature > lower limit tempera-
ture), it is deemed unnecessary to heat the battery 11,
and the process proceeds to Step S12. Here, the battery
temperature is detected by the battery controller 15. In
addition, the "lower limit temperature" is the limit temper-
ature at which the battery 11 is capable of normal oper-
ation and is determined by the type, capacity, shape, and
the like of the battery 11.
[0040] In Step S11, following the determination that
battery temperature % lower limit temperature in Step
S10, a battery heater control instruction for driving the
battery heater 12 using the external power is output from
the EV main controller 10, and in the battery controller
15 to which this battery heater control instruction is input
an ON instruction using the external power is output to
the battery heater 12, and the process proceeds to Step
S12. The battery heater 12 is thereby driven using the
external power to heat the battery 11.
[0041] In Step S12, following the determination that
battery temperature > lower limit temperature in Step
S10, or the driving of the battery heater 12 in Step S11,
it is determined whether or not the battery SOC is equal
to or greater than the limit threshold value set in Step S7
in the EV main controller 10. If YES (battery SOC ^ limit
threshold value), normal charging is considered impos-
sible, and the process proceeds to Step S13 as illustrated
in Figure 2B. If NO (battery SOC < limit threshold value),
normal charging is considered possible, and the process
proceeds to Step S9.
[0042] In Step S13, following the determination that
battery SOC ̂  limit threshold value in Step S12, a normal
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charging prohibition instruction is output from the EV
main controller 10, and in the onboard charger 14 to
which this normal charging prohibition instruction is input
normal charging by the external power source 40 is pro-
hibited, and the process proceeds to Step S14. Charging
from the external power source 40, which is a household
power source, is thereby prohibited.
[0043] In Step S14, following the prohibition of normal
charging in Step S13, a battery heater control instruction
for stopping the battery heater 12 is output from the EV
main controller 10, and in the battery controller 15 to
which this battery heater control instruction is input an
OFF instruction is output to the battery heater 12, and
the process proceeds to Step S15. The battery heater
12 is thereby stopped.
[0044] In Step S15, following the stopping of the battery
heater in Step S14, a normal charging prohibition notifi-
cation instruction is output from the EV main controller
10, and in the meter 16 to which this normal charging
prohibition notification instruction is input a normal charg-
ing prohibition state is displayed, and the process pro-
ceeds to Step S16.
[0045] In Step S16, following the display of the normal
charging prohibition state in Step S15, it is determined
whether or not the charging gun 41 is in a disconnected
state with respect to the electric vehicle D in the EV main
controller 10. In the case of YES (charging gun discon-
nected), the process proceeds to Step S17, and if NO
(charging gun connected), the process returns to Step
S13.
[0046] In Step S17, following the determination that
the charging gun is disconnected in Step S16, it is deter-
mined whether or not the battery temperature is equal to
or less than a lower limit temperature that is set in ad-
vance in the EV main controller 10. In the case of YES
(battery temperature % lower limit temperature), it is
deemed necessary to heat the battery 11, and the proc-
ess proceeds to Step S18. In the case of NO (battery
temperature > lower limit temperature), it is deemed un-
necessary to heat the battery 11, and the process pro-
ceeds to END.
[0047] In Step S18, following the determination that
battery temperature % lower limit temperature in Step
S17, a battery heater control instruction for driving the
battery heater 12 using the stored power from the battery
11 is output from the EV main controller 10, and in the
battery controller 15 to which this battery heater control
instruction is input, an ON instruction using the stored
power is output to the battery heater 12, and the process
proceeds to Step S19. As a result, the battery heater 12
is driven using the stored power stored in the battery 11
to heat the battery 11.
[0048] In Step S19, following the driving of the battery
heater 12 in Step S18 it is determined whether or not the
battery temperature has exceeded the lower limit tem-
perature that is set in advance in the EV main controller
10. In the case of YES (battery temperature > lower limit
temperature), it is determined that the battery 11 is suf-

ficiently heated, and the process proceeds to END. In
the case of NO (battery temperature % lower limit tem-
perature), it is deemed necessary to heat the battery 11,
and the process returns to Step S18.
[0049] In Step S20, following the determination that ID
information = OK in Step S3, a charging unlimited instruc-
tion is output from the management server 20. This
charging unlimited instruction is transmitted to the on-
board wireless communication device 13 via the data
center 30 and is output from this onboard wireless com-
munication device 13 to the EV main controller 10. Then,
in the EV main controller 10, it is determined that charging
of the electric vehicle D is not limited, and first, a charging
gun connection sound output instruction is output, and
in the sound controller 17, to which this charging gun
connection sound output instruction is input, the charging
gun connection sound is output, and the process pro-
ceeds to Step S21.
[0050] In Step S21, following the output of the charging
gun connection sound in Step S20, charging from the
external power source 40 to the battery 11 is carried out,
and the process proceeds to END (refer to Figure 2B).
Here, rapid charging is carried out if the external power
source 40 is a rapid charger, and normal charging is car-
ried out if the external power source 40 is a household
power source. In addition, if the battery temperature is
equal to or less than the lower limit temperature, the ex-
ternal power is used to drive the battery heater 12 to heat
the battery 11 while the charging gun 41 is connected.
In addition, if the battery temperature is equal to or less
than the lower limit temperature when the charging gun
41 is disconnected, the battery power is used to drive the
battery heater 12 to heat the battery 11.
[0051] Next, the actions are described. First, the "man-
agement method for an electric vehicle and problems of
the Comparative Example" is described, and then the
"vehicle management action" of the vehicle management
device according to the first embodiment will be de-
scribed.

[Management method for an Electric Vehicle and Prob-
lems of the Comparative Example]

[0052] With rental cars and leased vehicles, conditions
of use such as the use period are set by means of a
contract between the user and the manager of the vehi-
cle, and the ID information allocated to each vehicle be-
comes valid and use by the user is permitted by the user
satisfying necessary requirements, such as payment of
fees. Here, if the rental car, etc. is an electric vehicle, a
vehicle management method is conceivable in which,
when a breach of contract occurs, such as the passing
of the use period or nonpayment of fees, the ID informa-
tion is deemed invalid and charging is prohibited by the
manager to prohibit further use of the vehicle. "Prohibition
of charging" may be achieved by prohibiting the unlocking
of the door lock by disabling the electronic key or not
accepting the charging of the battery.

9 10 
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[0053] On the other hand, electric vehicles have func-
tions that must be implemented from the point of view of
system protection. A specific example is a battery heating
function for preventing the battery from freezing when
the battery mounted on the electric vehicle is at a low
temperature, that is, maintaining the battery temperature
at or above a set temperature by driving a battery heater.
Here, if charging is completely prohibited, heating the
battery by driving a battery heater using an external pow-
er when a charging gun is connected is also prohibited.
In other words, if charging is prohibited, a system pro-
tection function that is executed at the same time as
charging will also be prohibited. Consequently, it is con-
ceivable that freezing, etc. will occur in the battery to
cause a malfunction.
[0054] In addition, in the case that unlocking of the door
lock of the electric vehicle is prohibited, it becomes im-
possible even to move the vehicle. Consequently, there
is the risk that the vehicle will be left unattended, the
battery will self-discharge to an overdischarged state,
and the battery will be damaged.

[Vehicle Management Action]

[0055] In the vehicle management device according to
the first embodiment, when the charging gun 41 is con-
nected to the electric vehicle D and a charge start request
is generated, the process proceeds from Step S1 → Step
S2 in the flowchart illustrated in Figure 2A, and ID infor-
mation is transmitted from the electric vehicle D to the
management server 20. Then, in the management server
20, it is determined whether or not the transmitted ID
information is invalid, and if a breach of contract has oc-
curred, such as the passing of the use period, the ID
information is deemed invalid, and the process proceeds
from Step S3 → Step S4 → Step S5 → Step S6 → Step
S7. As a result, a charging gun connection sound for
notifying that a charging gun 41 has been connected is
set to non-output even though a charging gun 41 is con-
nected, and the charging gun connection sound is not
output. In addition, rapid charging is prohibited, and the
rapid charging prohibition state is displayed on the meter
16. Furthermore, a limit threshold value of the charging
power at the time of normal charging is set.
[0056] In this manner, unlike a case in which a charging
gun connection sound is generated when the charging
gun 41 is normally connected, by setting the charging
gun connection sound to non-output a normal notification
of a connected state of the charging gun 41 is not issued,
and discomfort can be imparted to the user. As a result,
it is possible to notify the user that charging to the battery
11 is limited to a certain extent at an early stage. In ad-
dition, through the prohibition of rapid charging, it be-
comes impossible to carry out a sufficient charge in a
short period of time, and charging of the battery 11 will
be limited to a certain extent. On the other hand, since
execution of normal charging is not prohibited, for exam-
ple, if normal charging is carried out, it is possible to pre-

vent the battery 11 from freezing. Additionally, since ac-
cess to the electric vehicle D is not prohibited, it is pos-
sible to prevent the electric vehicle D from being left un-
attended without being moved and to prevent an over-
discharge of the battery 11 due to self-discharge. Fur-
thermore, since the rapid charging prohibition state is
displayed on the meter 16, it is possible to notify the user
of the rapid charging prohibition state via this meter 16.
As a result, the user of the electric vehicle D can grasp
the fact that rapid charging is prohibited and promptly
take an action to cancel the state in which charging is
limited to a certain extent.
[0057] Then, when a limit threshold value of the charg-
ing power is set, the process proceeds to Step S8, and
it is determined whether or not the battery SOC detected
by the battery controller 15 is less than the set limit thresh-
old value. Then, if the battery SOC is less than the limit
threshold value, execution of normal charging is deter-
mined to be possible, and the process proceeds to Step
S9 to carry out normal charging. In this case, it is assumed
that the external power source 40 is a household power
source.
[0058] When normal charging is carried out, the proc-
ess proceeds to Step S10, and it is determined whether
or not the battery temperature is equal to or less than a
lower limit temperature that is set in advance. If the bat-
tery temperature is equal to or less than the lower limit
temperature it is deemed necessary to heat the battery,
the process proceeds to Step S11, and the external pow-
er is used to drive the battery heater 12 to heat the battery
11. As a result, it is possible to implement the system
protection function of heating the battery 11, and it be-
comes possible to prevent the battery 11 from freezing
and to prevent an occurrence of a malfunction in the bat-
tery 11.
[0059] Then, when the battery SOC reaches the limit
threshold value, the process proceeds from Step S12 to
Step S13 as shown in Figure 2B to prohibit normal charg-
ing. As a result, supply of electric power from the external
power source 40 is prohibited, and charging of the battery
11 is stopped. In this manner, by limiting the charging
power to the limit threshold value, the user of the electric
vehicle D cannot carry out charging until a full charge
and is not able to continuously use the electric vehicle D
for a long period of time. Accordingly, although the use
of the electric vehicle D is not prohibited the user is limited
from freely using the electric vehicle D, and it becomes
possible to limit the use of the electric vehicle D to a
certain extent.
[0060] Then, when normal charging is prohibited, the
process proceeds from Step S14 → Step S15, the driving
of the battery heater 12 using the external power is
stopped, and the normal charging prohibition state is dis-
played on the meter 16. As a result, the user can grasp
the fact that normal charging is prohibited and promptly
take an action to cancel the state in which charging is
limited to a certain extent.
[0061] Then, even if the driving of the battery heater
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12 is stopped by the prohibition of normal charging, if the
charging gun 41 is disconnected from the electric vehicle
D the process proceeds from Step S16 → Step S17, and
the battery heater 12 is driven using the stored power
stored in the battery 11 to heat the battery 11 by repeating
the flow of Step S18 → Step S19 while the battery tem-
perature is below the lower limit temperature. As a result,
even if charging is prohibited it is possible to implement
the system protection function of heating the battery 11,
and it becomes possible to prevent the battery 11 from
freezing and to prevent an occurrence of a malfunction
in the battery 11.
[0062] In this manner, in the vehicle management de-
vice of the first embodiment, ID information that defines
the condition of use is acquired from the electric vehicle
D, and it is determined whether or not the ID information
is invalid based on the condition of use of this acquired
ID information. Then, when it is determined that this ID
information is invalid, rapid charging to the electric vehi-
cle D having the ID information is prohibited, a limit
threshold value, which is the upper limit value of the
charging power, is set even in the event of charging by
normal charging, and normal charging is also prohibited
when the battery SOC reaches this limit threshold value.
It is thereby possible to impose a certain degree of limi-
tation to the charging of the battery 11. As a result, a user
of the electric vehicle D is imposed with certain restric-
tions on the use of the electric vehicle D and is limited
from freely using the vehicle. In addition, since access
to the electric vehicle D is not prohibited and charging of
the battery 11 is not completely prohibited, it is possible
to ensure execution of system protection functions and
to prevent adverse effects in the battery 11. Additionally,
it is possible to prevent the electric vehicle D from being
left unattended and to prevent an overdischarge of the
battery 11 due to self-discharge.
[0063] In addition, in this first embodiment, if a pre-
scribed limitation is imposed on the charging of the bat-
tery 11 of the electric vehicle D and the battery temper-
ature is equal to or less than the lower limit temperature,
the external power is used during charging to drive the
battery heater 12 to heat the battery 11. Additionally, if
rapid charging and normal charging are prohibited, the
stored power of the battery 11 is used to drive the battery
heater 12 to heat the battery 11, with the charging gun
41 being disconnected and used as a trigger. As a result,
it is possible to implement the system protection function
of heating the battery 11 without being completely pro-
hibited, and it becomes possible to prevent an occur-
rence of a malfunction in the battery 11.
[0064] Furthermore, in this first embodiment, when
rapid charging and normal charging are prohibited the
charging prohibition state is displayed on the meter 16
to notify the user of the electric vehicle D of the charging
prohibition state. As a result, the user notified of the
charging prohibition state can grasp that charging is pro-
hibited and promptly take an action to cancel the charging
prohibition state.

[0065] In addition, when determining that the acquired
ID information is invalid, even if a charging gun 41 is
correctly connected to the electric vehicle D, a charging
gun connection sound for notifying that a charging gun
41 has been connected is set to non-output. As a result,
it is possible to impart discomfort to the user and to notify
the user at an early stage that charging to the battery 11
is limited to a certain extent.
[0066] If the ID information acquired from the electric
vehicle D accompanying a charge start request is valid,
the process proceeds from Step S3 → Step S20 → Step
S21 to output a charging gun connection sound and to
carry out charging from the external power source 40, as
illustrated in Figure 2A. At this time, charging correspond-
ing to the type of external power source 40 (rapid charg-
ing or normal charging) is carried out.
[0067] Next, the effects are described.
[0068] The effects listed below can be obtained using
the vehicle management method and vehicle manage-
ment device according to the first embodiment.

(1) A vehicle management method for managing the
electric vehicle D based on vehicle-specific ID infor-
mation that defines a condition of use is configured
such that
acquiring vehicle ID information from the electric ve-
hicle;
determining whether or not the ID information is
invalid based on the condition of use of the acquired
ID information, and
applying a prescribed limitation to charging of a bat-
tery of the electric vehicle having the ID information
upon determining that the ID information is invalid.
As a result, it is possible to prevent adverse effects
in the battery while applying the prescribed limitation
on the vehicle, when the set conditions of use fall
outside the application range and the use permission
of the vehicle becomes invalid.
(2) Upon the applying of the prescribed limitation on
the charging of the battery 11 of the electric vehicle
D, charging is permitted until a remaining charging
amount of the battery 11 (battery SOC) reaches a
predetermined threshold value (limit threshold val-
ue), and charging is prohibited when the remaining
charging amount of the battery 11 (battery SOC)
reaches the predetermined threshold value (limit
threshold value). Accordingly, the user is limited from
freely carrying out charging, and it becomes possible
to limit the use of the electric vehicle D to a certain
extent.
(3) Charging power from an external power source
40 to the battery 11 (external power) is used to carry
out system protection of the battery 11 (drive a bat-
tery heater 12) during charging to the battery 11, and
the system protection of the battery 11 is stopped
(the battery heater 12 is stopped) when the charging
becomes prohibited. As a result, it is possible to im-
plement the system protection function of heating
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the battery 11 even if charging is being limited, and
it becomes possible to prevent an occurrence of a
malfunction in the battery 11.
(4) When a charging gun 41, which supplies electric
power from an external power source 40, is discon-
nected from the electric vehicle D after the charging
becomes prohibited, a stored power of the battery
11 (battery power) is used to carry out system pro-
tection of the battery 11 (drive the battery heater 12).
As a result, it is possible to implement the system
protection function of heating the battery 11 even if
charging is being limited, and it becomes possible
to prevent an occurrence of a malfunction in the bat-
tery 11.
(5) Rapid charging is prohibited if the prescribed lim-
itation is imposed on the charging of the battery 11
of the electric vehicle D. Accordingly, the user is lim-
ited from freely carrying out charging, and it becomes
possible to limit the use of the electric vehicle D to a
certain extent.
(6) If the prescribed limitation is imposed on the
charging of the battery 11 of the electric vehicle D,
when the charging becomes prohibited the user of
the electric vehicle D is notified of the charging pro-
hibition state. As a result, the user can grasp the fact
that charging is prohibited and promptly take an ac-
tion to cancel the state in which charging is limited
to a certain extent.
(7) Upon determining that the acquired ID informa-
tion is invalid, a connection notification sound of a
charging gun 41, which supplies electric power from
an external power source, is made to differ from the
sound emitted when the charging gun 41 is normally
connected. As a result, it is possible to impart dis-
comfort to the user and to notify the user at an early
stage that charging to the battery 11 is limited to a
certain extent.
(8) A vehicle management device comprises an on-
board controller (EV main controller 10) for transmit-
ting vehicle-specific ID information that defines a
condition of use, and a management server 20 for
managing an electric vehicle D based on the re-
ceived ID information, is configured such that
the management server 20
acquires the vehicle ID information from the electric
vehicle D,
determines whether or not the ID information is
invalid based on the condition of use of the ID infor-
mation acquired, and
applies a prescribed limitation to the charging of a
battery 11 of the electric vehicle D having the ID in-
formation upon determining that the ID information
is invalid. As a result, when the use permission of
the vehicle becomes invalid it is possible to prevent
adverse effects in the battery while applying the pre-
scribed limitation on the vehicle.

[0069] The vehicle management method and the ve-

hicle management device of the present invention were
described above based on the first embodiment, but spe-
cific configurations thereof are not limited to this first em-
bodiment, and various modifications and additions to the
design can be made without departing from the scope of
the invention in accordance with each claim in the Claims.
[0070] In the first embodiment, an example was shown
in which management of the electric vehicle D is carried
out by means of a management server 20 installed out-
side the vehicle. However, the electric vehicle D may
have a function as a management server that manages
the use of the vehicle based on conditions of use that are
set in the host vehicle. That is, the electric vehicle D itself
may comprises a management server 20 and an EV main
controller 10, which is an onboard controller.
[0071] In addition, in the first embodiment, an example
was shown in which a use period is set as a "condition
of use" that is set in the vehicle-specific ID information.
The condition may be a condition other than the use pe-
riod (for example, fees, traveling range, etc.), determined
by means of a contract to be signed when renting or leas-
ing the electric vehicle D. In any case, when a so-called
breach of contract occurs, such as the conditions of use
set in the ID information not being observed, determining
that this ID information is invalid, and a prescribed limi-
tation is imposed on the charging of the electric vehicle D.
[0072] Additionally, in the first embodiment, an exam-
ple was shown in which, in order to impose a prescribed
limitation on charging, rapid charging is prohibited and
an upper limit value of the charging power is set, to pro-
hibit charging when the battery SOC reaches the limit
threshold value. However, it may be configured such that,
for example, execution of rapid charging is possible, but
charging is prohibited when the battery SOC reaches the
limit threshold value, regardless of the charging method.
In addition, rapid charging may be configured to be pro-
hibited while not setting an upper limit value of the battery
SOC.
[0073] Furthermore, in the first embodiment, an exam-
ple was shown in which driving of the battery heater 12
is stopped in the event both rapid charging and normal
charging are prohibited, and the battery heater 12 is driv-
en again when the charging gun 41 becomes disconnect-
ed. However, for example, the charging to the battery 11
may be stopped when the battery SOC reaches the limit
threshold value, whereas the driving of the battery heater
12 using external power is continued while the charging
gun 41 is connected to the electric vehicle D. That is, as
illustrated by an excerpt of the flowchart for the vehicle
management process in Figure 3, Steps S14A and Steps
S14B are executed instead of Step S14 as shown in Fig-
ure 2B. As a result, when the battery SOC is less than
the limit threshold value, the battery 11 is charged by the
charging power from the external power source 40, while
the battery heater 12 is driven using this external power
(the flow from Step S8 → Step S9 → Step S10 → Step
S11 → Step S12). Then, when the battery SOC reaches
the limit threshold value, charging of the battery 11 is
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stopped, while the driving of the battery heater 12 using
the external power is continued (the flow from Step S12
→ Step S13 → Step S14A → Step S14B). In this case,
while the battery SOC is suppressed to the limit threshold
value or lower, it is possible to prevent a decline in the
battery temperature and to prevent adverse effects in the
battery while applying a prescribed limitation on the use
of the vehicle.
[0074] Furthermore, in the first embodiment, an exam-
ple was shown in which, when charging is prohibited, the
charging prohibition state is notified by displaying this
charging prohibition state on a meter 16 provided in the
cabin interior. However, the invention is not limited there-
to; for example, the charging prohibition state may be
displayed on a mobile phone, personal computer, or oth-
er mobile devices possessed by the user of the electric
vehicle D. Additionally, the charging prohibition state may
be notified by flashing a light on the electric vehicle D or
emitting an alarm sound.
[0075] Furthermore, in the first embodiment, an exam-
ple was shown in which, when the ID information is
invalid, even if a charging gun 41 is correctly connected,
a charging gun connection sound for notifying that the
charging gun 41 has been connected is set to non-output,
and a sound is not emitted. However, the invention is not
limited thereto, and it is sufficient if the user can grasp
that charging is limited by being imparted with discomfort
when the user tries to carry out charging; therefore, a
sound may be emitted that is different from the charging
gun connection sound emitted when the charging gun 41
is correctly connected.

Claims

1. A vehicle management method for managing an
electric vehicle based on vehicle-specific ID informa-
tion that defines conditions of use, comprising:

acquiring vehicle ID information from the electric
vehicle;
determining whether or not the ID information is
invalid based on the conditions of use of the ac-
quired ID information; and
applying a prescribed limitation to charging of a
battery of the electric vehicle having the ID in-
formation upon determining that the ID informa-
tion is invalid.

2. The vehicle management method according to claim
1, wherein
upon the applying of the prescribed limitation on the
charging of the battery of the electric vehicle, charg-
ing is permitted until a remaining charging amount
of the battery reaches a predetermined threshold val-
ue, and charging is prohibited when the remaining
charging amount of the battery reaches the prede-
termined threshold value.

3. The vehicle management method according to claim
2, wherein
charging power from an external power source to
the battery is used to carry out system protection of
the battery during charging to the battery, and
the system protection of the battery is stopped when
the charging becomes prohibited.

4. The vehicle management method according to claim
2, wherein
charging power from an external power source to
the battery is used to carry out system protection of
the battery during charging to the battery, and
when the charging becomes prohibited, the charging
of the battery is stopped while execution of the sys-
tem protection of the battery using a charging power
from the external power source to the battery is con-
tinued.

5. The vehicle management method according to any
one of claims 2 to 4, wherein
when a charging gun that supplies electric power
from an external power source is disconnected from
the electric vehicle after the charging becomes pro-
hibited, a stored power in the battery is used to carry
out the system protection of the battery.

6. The vehicle management method according to any
one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
rapid charging is prohibited if the prescribed limita-
tion is imposed on the charging of the battery of the
electric vehicle.

7. The vehicle management method according to any
one of claims 2 to 6, wherein
if the prescribed limitation is imposed on the charging
of the battery of the electric vehicle, when the charg-
ing becomes prohibited a user of the electric vehicle
is notified of the charging prohibition state.

8. The vehicle management method according to any
one of claims 1 to 7, wherein
upon determining that the ID information acquired is
invalid, a connection notification sound of a charging
gun that supplies electric power from an external
power source is made to differ from the sound emit-
ted when the charging gun is normally connected.

9. A vehicle management device comprising an on-
board controller for transmitting vehicle-specific ID
information that defines a condition of use, and a
management server for managing an electric vehicle
based on ID information received, wherein
the management server
acquires the vehicle ID information from the electric
vehicle,
determines whether or not the ID information is
invalid based on the condition of use of the acquired
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ID information, and
applies a prescribed limitation to the charging of a
battery of the electric vehicle having the ID informa-
tion upon determining that the ID information is
invalid.
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